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  Large program of inclusive cross section measurements 
utilizing HMS spectrometer in Hall C over the last decade. 

  This talk will focus on the analysis procedures utilized for 
precision L/T separations (both elastic and inelastic).

  Some of the important systematics will also be discussed. 
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  Acceptance is dominated by hexagonal collimator.

  
  Optics are highly independent of spectrometer central momentum and angle. 

  Spectrometer pointing is known and highly reproducible.

  Central kinematics have been determined with uncertainties of

             ∆E'/E' ~5x10-4   and     ∆θ ∼ 0.5 mrad.     

  dσ uncertainties easily achievable at ~3-4% level.

  Uncertainties below 2% achieved for L/T separations.
              

HMS Spectrometer is well understoodHMS Spectrometer is well understood
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E94-110 Rosenbluth Separations E94-110 Rosenbluth Separations 

  180 separations total        
(most with 4-5 ε points)

  Small movement is Q2      
is sometimes needed

  Spread of points about     
the linear fits is fairly      
Gaussian with σ ~ 1.6 %,      
                                            

consistent with estimated 
pt-pt uncertainties.



  

Cross Section Extraction MethodsCross Section Extraction Methods

For each bin in ∆Ε, ∆Ω, the number of detected electrons is:  

     N- = L*(dσ/dΩdΕ')*(∆E' ∆Ω)*ε*A(E',θ) + BG

 with   L:  Integrated Luminosity (# of beam electrons*targets/area)
           ε:  Total efficiency for detection
          A(E',θ):  Acceptance for bin
          BG:  Background events.

The efficiency corrected electron yield is   

     Y = (N- - BG)/ε    =   L∗σ data ∗(∆Ε ∆Ω)∗Α(Ε',θ) 

For known A(E',θ),   σ data = Y/[(∆Ε ∆Ω)∗Α(Ε',θ)∗L] 

    



  

From previous slide:   
    dσ/dΩdE' = Y(Ε',θ) /[(∆Ε ∆Ω)∗Α(Ε',θ)∗L]   (Acceptance correction method)
 
   Α(Ε',θ) is the probability that a particle will make it through the                        
spectrometer and must be measured or determined from simulation!

   ∆Ω
eff

 =  ∆Ω* A(E',θ) is the effective solid angle or solid angle acceptance.   

  
Conversely, we can simulate Monte Carlo data using a cross section 
model to obtain

       Y
MC

(Ε',θ) =  L∗σ mod∗(∆Ε ∆Ω)∗Α
MC

(E',θ):     

Taking ratio to data and assuming that A
MC

 = A, yields

 
         dσ/dΩdΕ' = σmod * [Y(Ε',θ)/Y

MC
(Ε',θ)]     (MC ratio method)    



  

JLAB HALL CJLAB HALL C

Shielded Detector 
Hut

Superconducting Dipole

Superconducting Quadrapoles

Electron Beam

Target Scattering Chamber
HM
S

SOS



  

  HMS SpectrometerHMS Spectrometer

HMS Properties (pt-pt tune)

Kinematic Range:

Momentum:

Angular:

0.5 – 7.5 GeV/c

10.5O - 80O

Acceptance:

∆Ω
:

~6.5 msr

~ +/-9%

Resolution:

Θ: ~ 1 mrad

δp/p:

δ p/p:

< 0.1 %

   Detector Stack (view from above)

Gas Cerenkov

4-layer 
Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter

Vertically Segmented 
Hodoscope

horizontally Segmented Hodoscope

 2 sets of vertical 
+ horizontal Drift 
Chambers

Cer + Cal provide π rejection 
factor ~ 10000/1 At 1 GeV 

  HMS Acceptance is dominated
    by the octagonal collimator

 2 sets of vertical 
+ horizontal Drift 
Chambers



  

Dominant background for eDominant background for e-- Yields  Yields 

1)  e- scattered from Al walls of       
    cryogenic  target cell.    

2)  e-  from charge-symmetric           
    π0, γ production and decay. 

3)  e-   from radiative events.

4)  π- 

Background Eliminate by

1)  Subtracting measured e-  from 
Al dummy target.  

2)  Subtracting measured e+ 
yields.    

3) Applying radiative corrections.

4) Cerenkov and calorimeter cuts



  

          PID Detectors and PID Detectors and ππ -- elimination elimination

Cerenkov # photo-electrons
Calorimeter energy deposition

π−

e−



  

           Background from cryo cell wallsBackground from cryo cell walls

Plot from Vladas Tvaskis' PhD Thesis

   

The efficiency corrected yield of 
hydrogen events can be calculated 
from  
 
Y

H 
= Y

cryo
 - Y

dummy
* L

walls
 * RC

dummy

L
dummy

* RC
walls

For elastic scattering Al background ~5-8%.



  

           Charge Symmetric Background Charge Symmetric Background 

Plot from Vahe Mamyen PhD Thesis

→ Measure and parametrize 
e+ cross sections.

→ Subtract form e- cross 
Sections.



  

  Calculating Acceptance CorrectionsCalculating Acceptance Corrections 

Then, for each bin:  ∆Ω
eff

(δ,θ)    A(δ,θ) * ∆Ω
gen

(δ ,θ),

                                     where       A(δ,θ) = N
rec

(δ,θ) / N
gen

(δ,θ)

 Note that                ∆Ω
gen 

(δ,θ)
  
is the solid angle generated into for that 

                                                  bin and depends on generation limits in 
                                Y' (in-plane angle) and X' (out-of-plane angle).
                       

1st we generate MC with the same E', θ 
c
, target, raster, etc... as the data.

 θ
c 
= 10.65o  

∆θ = -20 +/- 1.75 mrad

If the only aperture were the 
collimator then the solid angle 
of this slice would be  
∆Ω 

gen (Green band for  |X' 
gen

| < 80 mrad )
∆Ω 

eff 
(Red area)

 



  

A
cceptance

Shape in θ is 
dominated 
by the collimator! 

However, ∆Ω
eff  

does not depend on the generation 

limits.
For uniform generation,

∆Ω
eff

(δ,θ)    N
rec

(δ,θ) * ∆Ω
gen

(δ)
         tot

N
gen

  tot

     =   
N

rec
(δ,θ) *  N

gen
(δ,θ)  ∆Ω

gen
(δ)

N
gen

(δ,θ)    N
gen

(δ)  tot

tot

=   A(δ,θ)  *       ∆Ω
gen

(δ,θ)



  

  Applying Acceptance and Applying Acceptance and θθ  - BC corrections  - BC corrections 

  For Each E' bin, we want the cross section at fixed θ  (or Q2).
  Use model to correct dσ  to central angle,  
                          dσ(θ

c
) = dσ(θ) ∗ σ mod (θ

c
)/σmod(θ) 



  

Acceptance Correction Method (Inelastic) Acceptance Correction Method (Inelastic) 

1) Bin efficiency corrected e- 

    yield in δp/p - θ.           

2) Subtract scaled dummy yield 
bin-by-bin to remove e- Al 
background.  

3) Subtract charge symmetric e- 
yield bin-by-bin.

4) Apply acceptance correction 
for each δ-θ bin.

5) Apply radiative corrections 

    bin-by-bin.

6)  Apply θ bin-centering 
correction and average over 
θ   for each δ bin. 

2.36 GeV
2.75 GeV

1.75 GeV
2.0   GeV

HMS Momentum



  

Monte Carlo Ratio Method  Monte Carlo Ratio Method  

  Excellent agreement between              
    different experiments!                          
        

 dσ (δ, θ
c
) = dσmod(δ,θ

c
) ∗ Y(δ)/Y

MC
(δ) 

Where Y(δ) is the yield for events with  
any value of  θ, i.e. this integrates over 
θ.

  Comparison of January '05 proton data 
to MC using E94-110 resonance region 
model and externally calculated radiative 
corrections.
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Nearly online cross sections
Cross sections extracted same day as data recorded.

Precalculated files for both acceptance and radiative      
corrections allows for nearly online cross sections at ~5%.

2003 'nearly' online cross sections

δp/p = +8%                 -8%
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  2 complementary Methods for d2 complementary Methods for dσ σ extractionextraction

1.  Acceptance correction

2.  MC (SIMC) ratio

→  Complementary methods utilizing same spectrometer 
Model, but different radiative correction codes.

→  Inclusive Hall C experiments often perform both methods.
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Elastic Cross Section ExtractionElastic Cross Section Extraction

 Use Model to remove θ dependence.

 Do Weighted average over θ.

 Apply background subtractions and 
    acceptance corrections in each E’- θ bin.

 Integrate radiative tail in each θ bin to W2
max

    &  apply radiative corrections (code from 
    SLAC modified for E94-110 target).

Single 1%  p/p bin
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W2 cut-off sensitivity
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SIMC Ratio MethodSIMC Ratio Method

W (GeV)

W (GeV)

Θ  Θ–
c 
(mrad)

Scaled dummy

Dummy 
subtracted

SIMC

→  Determine ratio of integrated 
Yields.

→ σdata
 
= Ydata / YMC * σMC

* Note that SIMC uses different 
code for radiative contributions. 
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 Good consistency between experiments.
 Good consistency between methods (MC ratio vs. 
     acceptance correction), with different RC codes.

- (accept corr)
- (SIMC ratios)

Comparisons across experiments / methodsComparisons across experiments / methods
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E94-110 Elastic Cross SectionsE94-110 Elastic Cross Sections

 Elastic eP cross sections          
    measured at 28  kinematic       
    settings for                                
        ( 0.5 < Q2 < 5.5 GeV2/c2).

 Typical ε pt-pt Uncertainties:      
               

 < 1.2% systematic                       
 < 1%    statistical.

 Not optimized for elastic             
L-Ts but a large range                  
covered in Q2 – ε.
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E94-110 Elastic Rosenbluth Separations
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Rosenbluth Separated GRosenbluth Separated G
EE/G/GMM  

  Data are more consistent with previous cross section data than with the               
polarization transfer results.                                                                                     

  Data also consistent with Hall A Super-Rosenbluth results.   
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                         Thanks
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(Fictitious) HMS Dipole Saturation

→  presence of HMS dipole saturation correction in field setting 
program results in improper focusing => breaks mid-plane symmetry.

→  Effect can be modeled by adjusting corresponding dipole to quad 
Fields in MC and checking Y

tar
 vs Y'tar correlation.

    

Y
tar

 (cm)

Y'
tar

 (mrad)

Data, E'=5.1 GeV     
           

MC, E'=5.1 GeV      
          

Data, E'=4.7 GeV     
           

MC, E'=4.7 GeV      
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Understanding of HMS pointing

Θ
HMS

 (degrees)Θ
HMS

 (degrees)

 Y
tar (cm

)
 Y

tar (cm
)

→  Shifts in HMS reconstructed Y
tar

 due uneven rails.

→  Shape of Y
tar

 offset correlates well with surveys vs  θ.
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dp/p correction

→ Known for 10+ years that dp/p reconstruction looks to be over-
fitted.

→ Study with inclusive data/MC for wide range of kinematics and 
targets.

→  Systematics in cross section model average out over 

over many targets, beam energies, and angles.

    => Remaining differences versus dp/p are due to data/MC 
optics or acceptance. 
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 correction - 2

Fit from E99118 data (2000).
V. Tvaskis dissertation

Fit from E94110 data (1999)
E.C.

→ Data from 1999-2003 showed very consistent correction factor

→  Can be explained by small (< 4x10-4) over fitting of  reconstruction  MEs  
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δ optics correction
Unfold optics correction

Generate flat, put in optics offset

Measure 'effective white spectrum'

→  Determined δ optics correction
→  Validated δ shift reproduces ratios
     (could improve further)
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X - Direction

RUN NRUN Noo 35119 (Al) ,  35119 (Al) , 

Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,

Event  NEvent  No o 24112411

Y - Direction

Best χ2 Method
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RUN NRUN Noo 35119 (Al) ,  35119 (Al) , 

Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,

Event  NEvent  No o 24112411

New Method: Using information from 2Y ( 2X, Calo)New Method: Using information from 2Y ( 2X, Calo)

X - Direction Y - Direction
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1.7 %1.7 %NNee/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k    (Best (Best χχ22  Method)Method)

0.2 %0.2 %
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.5 k140.5 k    (New Method, New Criteria)(New Method, New Criteria)
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)
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Sensitivity of cross section to GSensitivity of cross section to GEE  

  Cross section measurements become insensitive to GE at large Q2
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1.7 %1.7 %NNee/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k    (Best (Best χχ22  Method)Method)

0.2 %0.2 %
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.5 k140.5 k    (New Method, New Criteria)(New Method, New Criteria)
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)



  

  Notes on AcceptanceNotes on Acceptance

   In general, whether a particle makes it to the detectors without hitting the 
collimator, beam pipe, or other stopping aperture depends on the full vertex 
coordinate and the momentum vector of the particle at the target, and 
implicitly on the spectrometer optics) i.e.  A = A(E',x,y,z,X',Y').                             
                                                                
   The acceptance above is purely deterministic.   The trajectory through the 
spectrometer will either intersect with an aperture or not.                                     
                                                                            
   However, if we know the fraction of particles at each vertex location then 
we can properly average over x, y, and z and write A = A(E',X',Y')       
   The physics only depends on θ  (combination of X', Y') =>  A = A(E',θ)          
                               (This has been checked!) 
   Multiple scattering and energy straggling enter only though bin            
migration and are accounted for in an approximate way.
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D
2
 cross section overlaps (I. Albayrak, HU PhD. 2011)



  

Radiative Corrections For Inelastic ProcessesRadiative Corrections For Inelastic Processes

exp( )
Born
Inel

el qe
r

l rad

Inel

adBorn σ σσ
σ

σ σ= − −  ×

Rad
Elastic Q-Elastic InelastiMeas B n corσ σσ σ σ= + + +

Slide from Vladas Tvaskis



  

expexp ( )
Born
Inel

el qel rad

I

ra

nel

dBorn σσ σ
σ

σσ = − −  ×

Radiative Corrections (2)Radiative Corrections (2)

Slide from Vladas Tvaskis
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Comparison of Cross Sections to Arrington Fit
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  Large program of inclusive cross section measurements 
utilizing HMS spectrometer in Hall C over the last decade. 

  This talk will focus on the analysis procedures utilized for 
precision L/T separations (both elastic and inelastic).

  Some of the important systematics will also be discussed. 
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  Acceptance is dominated by hexagonal collimator.

  
  Optics are highly independent of spectrometer central momentum and angle. 

  Spectrometer pointing is known and highly reproducible.

  Central kinematics have been determined with uncertainties of

             ∆E'/E' ~5x10-4   and     ∆θ ∼ 0.5 mrad.     

  dσ uncertainties easily achievable at ~3-4% level.

  Uncertainties below 2% achieved for L/T separations.
              

HMS Spectrometer is well understoodHMS Spectrometer is well understood
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E94-110 Rosenbluth Separations E94-110 Rosenbluth Separations 

  180 separations total        
(most with 4-5 ε points)

  Small movement is Q2      
is sometimes needed

  Spread of points about     
the linear fits is fairly      
Gaussian with σ ~ 1.6 %,      
                                            

consistent with estimated 
pt-pt uncertainties.



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 

  

          PID Detectors and PID Detectors and ππ -- elimination elimination

Cerenkov # photo-electrons
Calorimeter energy deposition

π−

e−



  

 

  

           Background from cryo cell wallsBackground from cryo cell walls

Plot from Vladas Tvaskis' PhD Thesis

   

The efficiency corrected yield of 
hydrogen events can be calculated 
from  
 
Y

H 
= Y

cryo
 - Y

dummy
* L

walls
 * RC

dummy

L
dummy

* RC
walls

For elastic scattering Al background ~5-8%.



  

 

  

           Charge Symmetric Background Charge Symmetric Background 

Plot from Vahe Mamyen PhD Thesis

→ Measure and parametrize 
e+ cross sections.

→ Subtract form e- cross 
Sections.
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Nearly online cross sections
Cross sections extracted same day as data recorded.

Precalculated files for both acceptance and radiative      
corrections allows for nearly online cross sections at ~5%.

2003 'nearly' online cross sections

δp/p = +8%                 -8%
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  2 complementary Methods for d2 complementary Methods for dσ σ extractionextraction

1.  Acceptance correction

2.  MC (SIMC) ratio

→  Complementary methods utilizing same spectrometer 
Model, but different radiative correction codes.

→  Inclusive Hall C experiments often perform both methods.



20 
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Elastic Cross Section ExtractionElastic Cross Section Extraction

 Use Model to remove θ dependence.

 Do Weighted average over θ.

 Apply background subtractions and 
    acceptance corrections in each E’- θ bin.

 Integrate radiative tail in each θ bin to W2
max

    &  apply radiative corrections (code from 
    SLAC modified for E94-110 target).

Single 1%  p/p bin
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W2 cut-off sensitivity
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SIMC Ratio MethodSIMC Ratio Method

W (GeV)

W (GeV)

Θ  Θ–
c 
(mrad)

Scaled dummy

Dummy 
subtracted

SIMC

→  Determine ratio of integrated 
Yields.

→ σdata
 
= Ydata / YMC * σMC

* Note that SIMC uses different 
code for radiative contributions. 
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 Good consistency between experiments.
 Good consistency between methods (MC ratio vs. 
     acceptance correction), with different RC codes.

- (accept corr)
- (SIMC ratios)

Comparisons across experiments / methodsComparisons across experiments / methods



24 
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E94-110 Elastic Cross SectionsE94-110 Elastic Cross Sections

 Elastic eP cross sections          
    measured at 28  kinematic       
    settings for                                
        ( 0.5 < Q2 < 5.5 GeV2/c2).

 Typical ε pt-pt Uncertainties:      
               

 < 1.2% systematic                       
 < 1%    statistical.

 Not optimized for elastic             
L-Ts but a large range                  
covered in Q2 – ε.
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E94-110 Elastic Rosenbluth Separations
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Rosenbluth Separated GRosenbluth Separated G
EE/G/GMM  

  Data are more consistent with previous cross section data than with the               
polarization transfer results.                                                                                     

  Data also consistent with Hall A Super-Rosenbluth results.   
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                         Thanks
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(Fictitious) HMS Dipole Saturation

→  presence of HMS dipole saturation correction in field setting 
program results in improper focusing => breaks mid-plane symmetry.

→  Effect can be modeled by adjusting corresponding dipole to quad 
Fields in MC and checking Y

tar
 vs Y'tar correlation.

    

Y
tar

 (cm)

Y'
tar

 (mrad)

Data, E'=5.1 GeV     
           

MC, E'=5.1 GeV      
          

Data, E'=4.7 GeV     
           

MC, E'=4.7 GeV      
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Understanding of HMS pointing

Θ
HMS

 (degrees)Θ
HMS

 (degrees)

 Y
tar (cm

)
 Y

tar (cm
)

→  Shifts in HMS reconstructed Y
tar

 due uneven rails.

→  Shape of Y
tar

 offset correlates well with surveys vs  θ.
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dp/p  correction

→ Known for 10+ years that dp/p reconstruction looks to be over-
fitted.

→ Study with inclusive data/MC for wide range of kinematics and 
targets.

→  Systematics in cross section model average out over 

over many targets, beam energies, and angles.

    => Remaining differences versus dp/p are due to data/MC 
optics or acceptance. 
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 correction - 2

Fit from E99118 data (2000).
V. Tvaskis dissertation

Fit from E94110 data (1999)
E.C.

→ Data from 1999-2003 showed very consistent correction factor

→  Can be explained by small (< 4x10-4) over fitting of  reconstruction  MEs  
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δ optics correction
Unfold optics correction

Generate flat, put in optics offset

Measure 'effective white spectrum'

→  Determined δ optics correction
→  Validated δ shift reproduces ratios
     (could improve further)
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X - Direction

RUN NRUN Noo 35119 (Al) ,  35119 (Al) , 

Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,

Event  NEvent  No o 24112411

Y - Direction

Best χ2 Method
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RUN NRUN Noo 35119 (Al) ,  35119 (Al) , 

Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,Scin. Rate (3/4) 70 kHz,

Event  NEvent  No o 24112411

New Method: Using information from 2Y ( 2X, Calo)New Method: Using information from 2Y ( 2X, Calo)

X - Direction Y - Direction
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1.7 %1.7 %NNee/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k    (Best (Best χχ22  Method)Method)

0.2 %0.2 %
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.5 k140.5 k    (New Method, New Criteria)(New Method, New Criteria)
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)
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Sensitivity of cross section to GSensitivity of cross section to GEE  

  Cross section measurements become insensitive to GE at large Q2
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1.7 %1.7 %NNee/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k/Tr.eff      =   138.1 k    (Best (Best χχ22  Method)Method)

0.2 %0.2 %
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.5 k140.5 k    (New Method, New Criteria)(New Method, New Criteria)
NNee/Tr.eff      = /Tr.eff      =     140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)140.2 k  (New Method, Old Criteria)
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D
2
 cross section overlaps (I. Albayrak, HU PhD. 2011)



  

 

  

Radiative Corrections For Inelastic ProcessesRadiative Corrections For Inelastic Processes

exp( )
Born
Inel

el qe
r

l rad

Inel

adBorn σ σσ
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σ σ= − −  ×

Rad
Elastic Q-Elastic InelastiMeas B n corσ σσ σ σ= + + +

Slide from Vladas Tvaskis
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Radiative Corrections (2)Radiative Corrections (2)

Slide from Vladas Tvaskis
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Comparison of Cross Sections to Arrington Fit
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